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требована при реализации совместных проектов. 
Китай, не являясь арктическим государством, не претендует на 

богатство арктического шельфа, но заинтересованно следит за тем, 
когда арктические государства наведут юридический порядок и 
установят прозрачные и понятные правила свободного прохода 
через арктические воды. КНР уже оценила преимущества морских 
перевозок из Китая в Европу и на восток США по северным мор-
ским путям Канады и России, которые в условиях круглогодичной 
навигации сократятся на 6-7 тыс. км. в каждую сторону. 

Китай усиливает свое присутствие в Арктике, финансирует иссле-
довательскую деятельность, расширяет сотрудничество, заключил 
договор по освоению арктической зоны с Норвегией, открыл иссле-
довательскую станцию на Шпицбергене. С 2012 г. Китай несколько 
раз отправлял в северные моря самый крупный в мире неатомный 
ледокол «Снежный дракон» («Сюэлун»).27 

Даже предварительный анализ показывает, что арктический ре-
гион имеет важное стратегическое значение для всех арктических 
и ряда неарктических государств, он остается под сильным поли-
тическим давлением и противоречиями, между стремлением к со-
трудничеству и соперничеством. Арктика предоставляет широкие 
возможности для сотрудничества в военной сфере, создания кол-
лективной системы безопасности и арктические государства уже 
накопили позитивный опыт сотрудничества по военным вопросам. 
Вероятно, следует ожидать усиления военного присутствия аркти-
ческих государств в регионе и развития там военной инфраструк-
туры по мере развития хозяйственно-экономической деятельно-
сти и нефтегазовых ресурсов Арктики, однако, вряд ли это означа-
ет милитаризацию Арктики. 

Российская позиция исходит из понимания того, что в Арктике пе-
ресекаются серьезные экономические и геополитические интересы 
государств, которые можно и нужно согласовывать «в духе партнер-
ства, путем переговоров и на основе действующих международно-
правовых норм».28 Конкуренция в Арктике не должна носить воен-
ный и конфронтационный характер. Вместе с тем, в случае необхо-
димости, Россия готова оказать достойный отпор, что еще раз дока-
зали российские военные учения в Арктике в марте 2015 г.29

России сложно рассчитывать на постоянных союзников в Арк-
тике. Реальным путем защиты российских интересов в арктиче-
ском регионе остаются геологические исследования и работа по 
международно-правовому обеспечению российской позиции по 
разделу арктического пространства. Первостепенную значимость 
в деле обеспечения российских стратегических интересов в ре-
гионе имеют научное изучение Арктики, которое должно учиты-
ваться в принятии решений по арктической политике России по 

всем направлениям, включая международно-правовое сопрово-
ждение. 

Присутствие военных в Арктике для государств северного полу-
шария обеспечивает гарантии безопасности, но у многих других 
вызывает политическую напряженность и повышает вероятность 
конфронтации в полярном регионе. Нередко, объяснением разме-
щения вооруженных подразделений в Арктике становится необхо-
димость выполнения различных логистических задач и оказания 
помощи судам в случае аварии или несчастного случая в условиях 
труднодоступной среды и низких температур Арктики. 

Главное, чтобы, несмотря на суровый климат Арктики, отноше-
ния между государствами региона не становились прохладнее и 
все вопросы решались за столом переговоров.

27Примечательно, что «Сюэлун», был сделан еще в советские времена на Укра-
ине, но после полностью модернизирован.

28Путин В.В. на международном форуме «Арктика – территория диалога», 
20.11.2010: http://premier.gov.ru/events/news/12304/. 

29http://www.arctic-info.ru/FederalMonitoringMedia/23-03-2015/voennie-ycenia-
v-arktike-i-sozdanie-arkticeskoi-komissii-v-pravitel_stve-rf--monitoring-federal_
nih-smi--16-21-marta.

А.А. Моисеев: Арктика қауіпсіздігі туралы: Ресейдің халы-
қаралық-құқықтық ұстанымы. 

Арктикалық континенттік шельф пен Солтүстік Мұзды мұхиттағы 
өздерінің ұлттық мүдделерін қамтамасыз ету бойынша арктикалық 
мемлекеттердің белсенділігі жағдайында қауіпсіздік мәселелері 
қарастырылады. Солтүстікатлантикалық шарт ұйымының (НАТО), НАТО-ға 
мүше-мемлекеттердің әскери-саяси күші, Арктикадағы ресейдің әскери 
стратегиясы халықаралық құқық тұрғысынан талданады. Арктикалық 
мемлекеттердің ұстанымына ықпал ететін 1982 ж. Теңіз құқығы бойынша 
БҰҰ Конвенциясының ережелері, өзге де халықаралық-құқықтық және 
ұлттық нормалар көрсетілген. Полярлық, арктикалық және арктикалық 
емес мемлекеттердің арасындағы қарама-қайшылықтар берілген. 
Аймақтың тартымдылығы ұлғаю жағдайында, соның ішінде әскери 
жағдай тұрғысынан Арктикада мемлекеттік мүдделерді қамтамасыз 
етудің негізгі проблемалық мәселелеріне назар аударылады. 

Түйінді сөздер: Арктика, Солтүстікатлантикалық шарт ұйымы (НАТО), 
континенттік шельф, 1982 ж. Теңіз құқығы бойынша БҰҰ Конвенци-
ясы, арктикалық мемлекеттер, Арктикадағы ресей ұстанымы.
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D uring August 2014, the economic battle set off by the crisis 
in Ukraine was escalated by the adoption by the Russian 
Federation of a ban on all fruits and vegetables from the 

EU. The Russian government did not make any allegation that the 
ban might be explained by food safety reasons.1 These measures 
should rather be seen as countermeasures adopted in reaction 
of previous EU and US sanctions against the Russian Federation.2 
The ban has severely affected the agricultural sector of certain EU 
members, and Poland has consequently requested that the European 
Commission files a challenge against the Russian food ban at the 
WTO. The 31st October 2014 the EU requested consultations to be 
held with the Russian Federation, and as of 18 June 2015, a panel 
had been composed to hear the dispute.3 This article considers the 
two parties’ legal positions, their strengths, and their weaknesses. 
It considers that the quantitative restrictions countermeasures 
adopted by the Russian Federation clearly cannot be justified by 
the general exceptions contained in Article XX of GATT. The same 
can probably said of the security exception contained in GATT article 
XXI, even if its language is sufficiently ambiguous for Russia to make 

a reasonable case. In fact, Article XXI GATT cannot be applied in a 
vacuum, and must be interpreted by the means of Article 31(3)(c) of 
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (or VCLT) at the light 
of existing customary international law on countermeasures. And 
Russia is unlikely to succeed in showing that it has respected the 
requirements imposed by these customary norms.

QuAntItAtIVe ReStRIctIonS: GAtt ARtIcLe XI
The measures adopted by the Russian Federation amount to a 
prohibition on the importation of certain EU products in the Russian 
Federation. As such, they fall under the purview of Article XI of the 
GATT.4 This provision sets out a general prohibition on quantitative 
restrictions:

“No prohibitions or restrictions other than duties, taxes or other charges, 
whether made effective through quotas, import or export licences or 
other measures, shall be instituted or maintained by any contracting 
party on the importation of any product of the territory of any other 
contracting party or on the exportation or sale for export of any product 
destined for the territory of any other contracting party.”

The scope of Article XI.1 is extremely broad. The panel in Japan-Semi-
Conductors stated that Article XI encompasses “all measures instituted 
or maintained by a contracting party prohibiting or restricting the 
importation, exportation or sale for export of products other than 
measures that take the form of duties, taxes or other charges”.5 The 
measures adopted by the Russian Federation indeed deny EU products 
the opportunity to be imported in the Russian market. 

Nevertheless, the prohibition on quantitative restrictions as set out 
in Article XI:1 of the GATT is not absolute. The GATT does provide 
exceptions to that fundamental principle. These exceptions permit the 
imposition of quantitative restrictions under limited conditions, when 
they are taken on certain policy grounds. Thus, under Article XI.2:

“2. The provisions of paragraph 1…shall not extend to the 
following:

(a) Export prohibitions or restrictions temporarily applied to prevent 
or relieve critical shortages of foodstuffs or other products essential 
to the exporting contracting party;

The article analyses the Russian Federation embargo on food products’ 
import produced in the EU. The author concludes that the Russian 
ban on food is a quantitative measure prohibited under Article XI 
of the GATT. The author expresses doubts about the validity of the 
measures taken for safety reasons in accordance with Article XXI. 
Finally, it is argued that the validity of measures with purposes of 
security under Article XXI’s is unlikely to be successful.

Keywords: WTO law, dispute-settlement, GATT 1994, import bans, 
Russia-EU relations, sanctions, quantitative restrictions, security 
exceptions, measures of  WTO members, consultations.
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1Russia to extend ban on western foods imports until early 2016 // EU news and policy 
debates across languages. - http://www.euractiv.com/sections/agriculture-food/
russia-extend-ban-western-food-imports-until-early-2016-315637 (23/06/2015).

2EU sanctions against Russia over Ukraine crisis // EU Newsroom. - http://europa.
eu/newsroom/highlights/special-coverage/eu_sanctions/index_en.htm 
(23/06/2015).

3WTO Dispute Settlement: Dispute DS485 Russia – Tariff Treatment of Certain Agricultural 
and Manufacturing Products. - https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/
cases_e/ds485_e.htm (23/06/2015). 

4Испенбетова Л. А. Правовые и экономические проблемы вступления Казахста-
на в ВТО // Право и государство. № 2(67) 2015. – С. 43-49. - http://km.kazguu.kz/
magazine/2672015 (23/06/2015). 

5Japan-Semi-Conductors (1988) // Panel Report adopted on 4 may 1988, L/6309 – 
35S/116, P. 104. 
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6Balance of Payments of the Russian Federation for  2014 // The 
Central Bank of the Russian Federation. - http://www.cbr.ru/eng/
statistics/print.aspx?file=credit_statistics/bal_of_payments_
new_14_e.htm&pid=svs&sid=itm_48213 (23/06/2015).

7P.van den Bossche. The Law and Policy of the World Trade 
Organization, Third Edition (2013), p545

8European Communities – Measures Prohibiting the Importation 
and Marketing of Seal Products. // Appellate Body Report, WT/
DS400/AB/R WT/DS401/AB/R, 22nd May 2014, para 5.169. 

9US-Gambling, Panel Report, WT/DS285/R10 November 
2004,para III.26.

10European Communities – Measures Prohibiting the Importation 
and Marketing of Seal Products // Appellate Body Report. WT/
DS400/AB/R WT/DS401/AB/R, 22nd May 2014, para 5.169. 

(b)Import and export prohibitions or restrictions 
necessary to the application of standards or regulations 
for the classification, grading or marketing of 
commodities in international trade;

(c) Import restrictions on any agricultural or fisheries 
product, imported in any form, necessary to the 
enforcement of governmental measures which 
operate:

(i) to restrict the quantities of the like domestic 
product permitted to be marketed or produced, or, 
if there is no substantial domestic production of the 
like product, of a domestic product for which the 
imported product can be directly substituted; or

(ii) to remove a temporary surplus of the like domestic 
product, or, if there is no substantial domestic production 
of the like product, of a domestic product for which 
the imported product can be directly substituted, 
by making the surplus available to certain groups 
of domestic consumers free of charge or at prices 
below the current market level….”

Moreover, Article XII contains provisions that allow 
WTO members to impose quantitative restrictions in 
order to safeguard their balance of payments, as long 
as such restrictions do not exceed those necessary 
to forestall a serious decline in monetary reserves 
and that they be progressively relaxed. Article XVIII 
of the GATT determines less strict conditions for WTO 
developing state members that adopt quantitative 
restrictions on trade for the purpose of safeguarding 
their balance of payments. Yet, the ban adopted by 
Russia would hardly qualify for one of the exceptions 
listed above. The Russian Federation has not been 
seeking to restrict the quantities of like domestic 
products permitted to be marketed or produced, 
nor can it argue it has a temporary surplus of like 
domestic products that is must remove. And, finally, it 
is not experiencing any severe issue with its balance 
of payments.6 Rightly so, the Russian government 
has not sought to justify its measures through the 
exceptions contained in Articles XI and XII of the 
GATT.

GeneRAL eXceptIonS: GAtt ARtIcLe XX
Nonetheless, the fact that Russia’s food ban goes 
against GATT Article XI does not spell that it violates 
the GATT. Indeed, that treaty contains some exceptions 
which can be invoked when a measure has been 
found to be inconsistent with another provision. 
Articles XX and XXI of the GATT could indeed be 
invoked by the Russian Federation to justify its GATT-
inconsistent measure. Article XX contains some general 
exceptions, related for example to the protection 
of public morals or human, animal or plant life or 
health. Under Article XX:

“Subject to the requirement that such measures 

are not applied in a manner which would constitute 
a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination 
between countries where the same conditions 
prevail, or a disguised restriction on international 
trade, nothing in the agreement shall be construed to 
prevent the adoption or enforcement by any member 
of a measure:

(a) necessary to protect public morals
(b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant 

life or health….
….
(g) relating to the conservation of exhausted natural 

resources if such measures are made effective in 
conjunction with restraints on domestic production 
or consumption.”

The aim of Article XX of the GATT is to give to 
the contracting parties sufficient policy space to 
pursue some necessary non-economic policy goals, 
while ensuring that the parties do not abuse of this 
prerogative.7 This said, Russia’s food ban is arguably not 
justifiable under Article XX. First of all, it is important 
to note that the Russian Federation has never justified 
its ban on the grounds of health or conservation 
reasons. Thus, Article XX(b) and (g) cannot be of 
assistance to it. A more interesting perspective is 
presented by Article XX(a), on public morals. For a 
GATT-inconsistent measure to be provisionally justified 
by Article XX(a), that measure must be designed to 
protect public morals and necessary to fulfil that 
purpose.8 The term public morals, which has been 
interpreted in the context of GATS by the panel in 
US-Gambling, is taken to mean “standards of right 
and wrong conduct maintained by or on behalf of 
a community of nations”.9 WTO members are left a 
wide margin of discretion to define and apply for 
themselves the concept of public morals. This suggests 
that a large range of concepts could be part of the 
policy objective of public morals.10 Such a conclusion 
is confirmed by recent case-law: the panel in EC-Seal 
Products has conceded that Article XX(a) could be 
invoked to justify a EU ban on seal products.

Perhaps, the Russian Federation could make the 
argument that its ban is a reaction to the EU and US 
interference in Ukraine and their support for “war 
crimes” perpetrated by an “illegitimate” regime in the 
context of a civil war. The question is now whether 
a WTO panel would accept such an argument or 
would dismiss it. In practice, it may choose to simply 
assume that the argument is valid, as it did in China-
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Publications and Audiovisual Products, and proceed 
to the question of whether the measure at issue is 
“necessary” to protect public morals. According to the 
Appellate Body in China-Publications and Audiovisual 
Products the less restrictive the effect of the measure, 
the more likely it is to be characterized as necessary.11 
Consequently, if a member chooses to adopt a very 
restrictive measure it will have to ensure that all the 
relevant factors be weighed and that the resulting 
balance outweighs the measure’s restrictive effects. In 
making this test of necessity, a panel will also look at 
available less trade-restrictive alternative measures.12 
The case of China-Publications and Audiovisual Products 
proves that it is difficult to satisfy this necessity test: 
in the specific case, the Appellate Body found that 
an a priori exclusion of foreign enterprises from the 
right to engage in importing audiovisual products 
was not necessary because there were feasible less 
trade-restrictive alternatives which achieved the same 
level of protection. Here we can only note that Russia’s 
import ban is even more trade-restrictive than China’s 
measures, which at least allowed the marketing of foreign 
audiovisual products. Hence, it is quite unlikely for 
the Russian Federation to prove that its measures are 
necessary within the meaning of Article XX(a) GATT. 

the SecuRIty eXceptIon: ARtIcLe XXI
The security exception contained in Article XXI of the 
GATT might be of greater help for the Russian Federation. 
Indeed, Article XXI provides that:

“Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed:
(b) to prevent any member from taking any action 

which it considers necessary for its essential security 
interests:

(iii) in time of war or other emergency in international 
relations”

Article XXI is unclear on whether its use is subject 
to review by a WTO Panel. That is because prima facie 
Article XXI provides that nothing prevents a member 
from taking action which it considers necessary for its 
essential security interests. The question of whether 
this exception is subject to legal review has never been 
definitely settled: up to date no panel pronounced itself 
on this question. There is indeed very little case-law 
involving Article XXI: one of the first panels established 
under the GATT, US-Export Restrictions (Czechoslovakia) 
saw the use of Article XXI as a defence. In that occasion 
the panel stated that “every country must be the judge in 
the last resort on questions relating to its own security…. 
on the other hand, every contracting party should be 
cautious not to take any step which might have the effect 
of undermining the General Agreement”.13 Moreover, 

the USA and the EC have also invoked Article XXI various 
other instances, against Argentina in 1982 and against 
Nicaragua in 1985.14 

Thus, the Russian Federation may attempt to invoke 
Article XXI, and argue that its use as a justification is 
not subject to review by a WTO panel. 

Yet, the author’s opinion is that a WTO panel would 
affirm it can review a member’s exercise of the Article XXI 
exception. It would come to this conclusion based on the 
context to Article XXI of the GATT. It must be remembered 
that Article II.2 of the WTO Agreement states that the 
agreements and associated legal instruments included 
in Annexes 1, 2 and 3 … are integral parts of the WTO 
Agreement, binding on all Members.This includes the 
Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the 
Settlement of Disputes (DSU) which applies alongside 
the GATT within the WTO Agreement and constitutes 
the context at the light of which the GATT’s provisions 
must be interpreted.15 Article 3.2 of the DSU, which states 
that the function of the WTO dispute settlement is to 
provide security and predictability to the multilateral 
trading system would militate against the abandonment 
by a panel of its right to review the use of the Article 
XXI exception by a state. In this regard, it is interesting 
to note that the previous panels which inconclusively 
examined Article XXI of the GATT without did so when 
the DSU did not exist and could not provide such a 
context to Article XXI.

Nevertheless, even if a panel might review the use of 
Article XXI, the article’s plain wording is still extremely 
wide: it speaks of any situation of emergency in 
international relations. Here, the Russian Federation 
can advance the argument that the adoption of far-
reaching sanctions by the EU and the USA has led to 
such a situation of emergency. To bolster its position, 
Russia may refer to several occasions in which western 
countries employed GATT Article XXI to justify sanctions 
against third countries. These include the EU’s use of its 
“inherent rights” under Article XXI to suspend imports 
from Argentina in 1982, and the USA’s justification of 
its embargo against Nicaragua in 1985.

the pRobLeM of InteRpRetAtIon: SySteMIc 
InteRpRetAtIon And counteRMeASuReS
Article XXI seems to justify “any action which [Russia] 
considers necessary for its essential security interests”. 
Yet, in interpreting Article XXI GATT a panel may look 
beyond the clause’s plain wording or its immediate 
context. In doing so, it would follow an interpretative 
principle known as the principle of “systemic integration”.16 

11China-Publications and Audiovisual Products (2010). AB 
Report, para 4.11.

12China-Publications and Audiovisual Products (2010). Panel 
Report, para 7.759. 

13US-Export Restrictions (Czechoslovakia) (1949), GATT/CP.3/
SR.22.

14Security Exceptions, in Analytical Index of the GATT. - https://
www.wto.org/english/res_e/booksp_e/gatt_ai_e/art21_e.pdf  
(23/06/2015).

15P.Lindsay. The Ambiguity of GATT Article XXI: Subtle Success 
or Rampant Failure? // Duke Law Journal, Vol 52, p1277. 

16Dirk M. Broekhuijsen. A Modern Understanding of Article 31(3)
(c) of the Vienna Convention (1969): A New Haunt for the 
Commentaries to the OECD Model? // Bulletin for International 
Taxation, 2013 (Volume 67), No. 9, p2. 
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According to this principle, treaties are not to be applied and interpreted 
in a vacuum: every treaty has a normative environment, or “system” 
which cannot be ignored. In other words, “all international law exists 
in a systemic relationship with other law”.17 This means that, in cases 
of uncertainty, rules of international law external to a treaty may be 
used to shed light on that treaty’s meaning. 

Systemic integration is embodied by Article 31(3)(c) of the Vienna 
Convention on the Law of Treaties, which reads: “there shall be taken into 
account, together with the context: … any relevant rules of international 
law applicable in the relations between the parties.” Article 31(3)(c) 
occupies a prominent place in the reasoning of various international 
tribunals. For instance, in US-Shrimp, the WTO Appellate Body used 
Article 31(3)(c) to refer to UNCLOS and the Convention on Biological 
Diversity when interpreting the term “exhaustible natural resources” 
in Article XX(g) GATT.18 Also the ICJ applied the principle of systemic 
integration in its judgment to the Oil Platforms case. The dispute arose 
out of the destruction of three Iranian offshore oil platforms by the 
US Navy, with Iran arguing that such act constituted a breach of the 
provisions of the 1955 Treaty of Amity between Iran and the United 
States.19 On the other hand, the US asserted that Article XX of that treaty 
enshrined its right to take forceful measures for security purposes. The 
court sided with Iran, holding that:  “under the general rules of treaty 
interpretation, as reflected in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law 
of Treaties, interpretation must take into account «any relevant rules of 
international law applicable in the relations between the parties»…. 
The Court cannot accept that Article XX…. of the 1955 Treaty was 
intended to operate wholly independently of the relevant rules of 
international law on the use of force, so as to be capable of being 
successfully invoked, even in the limited context of a claim for breach 
of the Treaty, in relation to an unlawful use of force”.20 

In the same manner, we cannot presume that Article XXI GATT was 
intended to operate independently of the relevant rules of international 
law expressed in other treaties or in customary international law. This 
point was for instance raised by Nicaragua in USA – Trade Measures 
Affecting Nicaragua, when it affirmed that the provision should have 
been interpreted in the light of the basic principles of international law 
and in harmony with the decisions of the United Nations and of the 
International Court of Justice.21 Differently from the US measures in 
1985, the Russian quantitative restrictions are a response to a previous 
round of sanctions adopted by another WTO member – the EU. They 
can be described as countermeasures, that is to say sanctions taken to 
respond to a prior negative action that would violate international law 
but for the prior wrong.22 And Article XXI cannot then be interpreted 
by a WTO panel in a manner which contradicts the requirements laid 
down by international law for the lawfulness of countermeasures.

17International Law Committee. Fragmentation of International Law: Difficulties 
Arising From the Diversification and Expansion of International Law. A/CN.4/
L.682 (2006). - http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/documentation/english/a_cn4_l682.
pdf (23/06/2015).

18US-Shrimp (1998). Appellate Body Report. WT/DS58/AB/R, para 141.
19Oil Platforms (Islamic Republic of Iran v. United States of America). Judgment, ICJ 

Reports 2003, p. 15. 
20Oil Platforms (Islamic Republic of Iran v. United States of America) // Judgment, I. 

C. J. Reports 2003, p. 161, para 141.
21United States – Trade Measures Affecting Nicaragua // Panel Report, L/6053, dated 

13 October 1986 (unadopted), paras.5.1-5.3.
22K.Boon. The Responsibility of International Organizations: the Controversy of 

Countermeasures (2009) Opinio Juris. - http://opiniojuris.org/2009/11/19/the-
responsibility-of-international-organizations-the-controversy-over-countermeasures/ 
(23/06/2015).

23Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v Slovakia) // Judgment, 1.I.C. J. Reports 
1997, p. 7, para 82. 

24Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United 
States of America) // Merits, Judgment. I.C.J. Reports 1986, p. 14, para 249 

25Air Services Agreement case (France v United States). 18 R.I.A.A. 416, para 83
26Air  Services Agreement case (France v United States) 18 R.I.A.A. 416, judgments 

that took an opposite stance are: Military and Paramilitary Activities in und against 
Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of America), Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project 
(Hungary v Slovakia), Naulilaa Arbitration (Portugal v Germany)(1928) Recueil des 
Decisions des Tribunaux Arbitraux Mixtes, vol 8. Reprinted in English (c1949) // Reports 
of International Arbitral Awards, vol. 2, p.1011.

Countermeasures are lawful as long as they comply with a series of 
requirements that are laid down in customary international law, as codified 
by the ILC’s Articles on State Responsibility. Under the principle of systemic 
interpretation, Article XXI GATT cannot be interpreted in a manner that 
would contradict such basic norms of customary international law. The 
interpretative tool provided by Article 31(3)(c) VCLT would arguably lead 
a WTO panel to consider such these norms as a benchmark against which 
to evaluate Russian measures. In order to be justifiable, a countermeasure 
must meet certain conditions. First of all, it must be taken in response to a 
previous international wrongful act of another State and must be directed 
against that State.23 Secondly, the injured State must have called upon the 
State committing the wrongful act to discontinue its wrongful conduct or 
to make reparation for it. It must also have notified the responsible state of 
any decision to take countermeasures and have offered to negotiate with 
that state. Finally, the effects of a countermeasure must be commensurate 
with the injury suffered, taking account of the rights in question.24 It is 
indeed generally agreed that all counter-measures must have some degree 
of equivalence with the alleged breach.25 Moreover, countermeasures 
are limited to the non-performance for the time being of international 
obligations owed to the state taking the counter-measures. Finally they 
shall not affect jus cogens obligations.

The burden of proof to justify a countermeasure lies on the Russian 
Federation. The Russian Federation would have to prove that its action was 
in response to a violation of international law by the EU, that it had called 
the EU to cease its actions, that it sought first a negotiated settlement, 
and that effects of the countermeasures are commensurate with the 
injury suffered by the EU. These requirements imposed by customary 
international law are quite onerous: up to date, only in one case has 
an international tribunal ruled in favor of a party arguing that it was 
adopting counter-measures.26 Unluckily, it will be impossible here to 
discuss more in depth Russia’s compliance with the customary rules on 
countermeasures. It will suffice to say that, for Russia, proving the lawfulness 
of such countermeasures will pose significant challenges. 

concLuSIon
The Russian federation has adopted and maintained very drastic quantitative 
restrictions that are prohibited by GATT Article XI. Whereas the measures 
taken by the Russian Federation are clearly unjustifiable under any of the 
exceptions in Article XX, it is more difficult to say whether they can be 
justified under the security exception contained in Article XXI. The very 
vague wording of Article XXI indeed poses two problems: firstly, whether 
the use of that exception by Russia is subject to review by a WTO panel, 
and secondly which are the requirements imposed by the clause. The 
conclusions reached here is that, eventually, Article XXI is unlikely to justify 
the Russian ban on EU agricultural products. This is because the concept 
of systemic integration, as it is embodied in VCLT Article 31(3)(c), requires 
the interpretation of Article XXI at the light of the customary international 
rules on countermeasures. These norms impose conditions for the use 
of countermeasures which Russia is unlikely to fulfill. 
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